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"Picture Disc at an Exhibition" shows excerpts of modified storage media such as CDs and DVDs. These were
processed with chemicals and Ferror paint and serve, among other things, as an acoustic / optical information
carrier of the analogue installation "Pictures of an Exhibition" Size: 16,40cm X 14,40cm X 3,7cm Sale: 20% (ask for
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Coupon) Edition: 1/1 Worldwide free shipping  
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Sales price 1500,00 €
Discount 

Ask a question about this product 
Artist: Wolfgang Spahn 

Description 

This work was conceived as a gesture of upcycling the moribund optical data storage systems on the one hand,
and on the other hand to achieve a sustainable destruction of data remains. DVD media consists of two layers of
plastic that enclose the actual film layer on which the data is stored digitally. To modify the DVDs, this layer is
dissolved with chemicals and provided with the help of ferror, shellac and paint with an organic-looking patina. As
part of the "Pictures at an Exhibition" installation, these discs are acoustically and visually displayed with the aid of
a custom-made camera laser player. As a result, the prior storage disks mutate to true analog audio and video
storage media.

Size: 16,40cm X 14,40cm X 3,7cm

* Lightbox included (LED).

Here you can inform yourself about the installation. More
Please Note! Certain conditions must be met for the transport of an original. Please contact the gallery via the
contact form.
Please include the title and SKU. We will contact you immediately to arrange the transport.

Units in box: 1 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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